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Outline
• FESSUD Work Package 9: Financial stability and macro policies
1. “Comparative work about EU countries, Eurozone and the US regarding price
and financial stability”
2. “Paper on empirical relationship btw micro-economic financial stability and
economic performance”
3. “Paper on the theoretical and empirical links btw financialisation, policies and
financial stability”
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Foreword about financialisation (or financial depth) and financial
stability
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1. The link btw price & financial stability
• Paper published in Journal of Financial Stability (16, 2015, 71-88) by C. Blot, J. Creel, P. Hubert, F.
Labondance & F. Saraceno

• Motivation 1: appraisal of a “Conventional wisdom”
– Until recently, financial stability was not an objective for / was not targeted by central
bankers. Why has it been at the core of monetary policy strategy since the mid-1980s?
• “Conventional wisdom” : the belief that price stability produces financial stability or,
following Anna Schwartz’ statement, that “price level stability is essential for financial
stability”.
• Surprisingly, only sparse empirical evidence: Bordo & Wheelock (1998) & Bordo et al. (2001)

• Motivation 2: Can we infer from the link btw price and financial stability
anything about monetary policy?
– The debate on leaning against the wind policy
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Dealing with motivation 1: methods & results
• Different methods:
– Simple correlation
– Multivariate method: IRF from VAR specification with vector: [HOUS,
INDPRO, CPI, LOAN, M, CBRATE, STOCK, FSI] and a Choleski
decomposition
– Multivariate method with time-varying dimension: Dynamic Conditional
Correlation model à la Engle (2002)

• We do not find robust and stable relation between price and
financial stability in the US and in the EZ over the recent period
(1993-2012 & 1999-2012)

VAR IRF

DCC (1/2) - USA

DCC (2/2) – Euro area

Dealing with motivation 2: method & results
• Estimation of the determinants of the dynamic correlations:
– Business cycle variables (industrial production growth rate and a financial
crisis dummy)
– Monetary policy variables (the central bank interest rate and the money
aggregate growth rate)

• OLS and IV-2SLS estimations (to remove possible endogeneity), using
the DCC estimates from the four models as the dependent variable
(applying a Huber-White test to mitigate the issue of underestimation of
standard errors for a variable which is previously estimated)

Determinants of DCC
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2. Financial stability & economic performance
• Paper published in Economic Modelling (48, 2015, 25-40) by J. Creel, P. Hubert & F. Labondance

• Scope: EU countries
• Motivation 1: appraisal of (another) “conventional wisdom”
– Before the global financial crisis, financialisation was seen as good for economic performance
(e.g. Beck & Levine, 2004)

• Motivation 2: What about the relationship btw financial stability and economic
performance, after controlling for financialisation?
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Dealing with motivation 1: method & results
• We compute the two-step GMM estimator following Arellano-Bond
(1991) with regressors expressed in first-difference
• We do not use average values over a 5-year horizon but annual data
instead

Dealing with motivation 2: results
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3. Financialisation and financial stability
• Working Paper by J. Creel, P. Hubert & F. Labondance

• Scope: EU countries
• Motivation: quantifying the link between bank credit and bank instability while
controlling for the financial and macroeconomic environment
• We introduce two hypotheses:
– Hypothesis 1: there is a positive effect of financialisation on financial instability labelled a
“vulnerability effect”. Vulnerabilities would stem from the increasing fragility and risks of
marginal loans
– Hypothesis 2: there is a negative effect of financial instability on financialisation that we label
“trauma effect”, and which would result from the potential deleveraging and reduced risk-taking
of banks following a period of financial instability
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Methods
• The main identification assumption is to represent bank credit and bank instability
as a system of simultaneous joint data generating processes whose error terms are
correlated
• We use Seemingly Unrelated Regressions and 3SLS on a panel of EU countries from
1998 to 2012

Model



Fi,t is the financialisation variable for a country i: bank credit/GDP



Si,t is the financial stability variable: non-performing loans



Xi,t is the vector encompassing financial controls:
 long-term real interest rates, stock market capitalization, business taxes,
a financial regulation variable



Zi,t is the vector capturing the macroeconomic environment:
 real GDP, inflation, trade openness, and country/time fixed effects
 Robustness Gov debt

Results
• Bank credit positively affects bank instability –the vulnerability effect–
and bank instability negatively affects bank credit –the trauma effect–.
• We find evidence of some non-linearities btw the two variables:
– NPL have a non-linear effect on credit to GDP depending on the level of credit to
GDP,
– The effect of credit to GDP on NPL –the vulnerability effect– depends on the level
of credit to GDP and is time contingent: this effect kicks in during crisis times.

Vulnerability effect

Trauma effect
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Conclusions
• In the US and in the EU:
– No stable empirical link btw price & financial stability
– “Leaning against the wind policy” probably inappropriate

• In the EU:
–
–
–
–

No (or negative) impact of financialisation on economic performance
Negative impact of financial instability on economic performance
Vulnerability effect
Trauma effect
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Recommendations
• The first contribution advocates for a better consideration of
financial stability by CB, in complement to the price stability
objective
• An interpretation of the second contribution can be that
regulating the size and growth of the banking and financial
sector may not be harmful to EU economic growth
• Vulnerability and trauma effects confirm the requirement to
control and supervise the supply of bank credits in the Eurozone
and core countries of the EU
– Monitoring bank credits, via policies which remain to be discussed –
e.g. a change in capital adequacy ratios-, would alleviate the risks of
bank instability.
– In the EU periphery, supervising bank credits should be complemented
with macroeconomic policies aimed at actually achieving low and
stable inflation and long-term interest rate because the variations in
long-term interest rates and inflation play a strong role in the rise of
bank instability.
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Possible paths for future research
• Possible extensions/modifications of panel
– Longer time span
– Other countries: OECD, emerging countries, developing countries

• Empirical country studies
– Thus requiring long time span

• Updating (on a regular basis) own calculations of PCA-FSI
• Theoretical insights on vulnerability and trauma effects
• Developing a financialisation/financial stability system
which takes into account both intermediate and direct
finance
• Extending financialisation/financial stability system to
monetary policy (as dependent variable)
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